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Cheered by three quick interest rate cuts by the Federal Reserve,
investment markets enjoyed strong rebounds from the sharp loss-
es of the prior quarter. The domestic large cap market was up over
21%; small cap growth stocks enjoyed an even better recovery of
over 23%. Results were also very strong overseas. Core interna-
tional stocks were up more than 16% and emerging markets, in
general, were up over 13%, while some markets, like Korea
(returning 117% in US dollar terms for the year), enjoyed truly
spectacular results.

Still, the relief (even euphoria in some sectors like Internet
stocks) needs to be tempered by the fact that this recovery
remains a fairly narrow phenomenon. A few, but typically large,
stocks’ results are masking the much slower rebound of the major-
ity of stocks. Moreover, “value-oriented” portfolio selection
approaches, which we tend to emphasize in our clients’ portfolios,
continue to lag deliberate growth orientations. The high volume
of “day trading” also gives us pause. Not only does this contribute
to the heightened volatility of investment markets, it relies on
that volatility to drive the casino-like opportunities too many par-
ticipants desire.

And, hardly least, many fundamental problems remain. The
recoveries of developing economies are far from complete, and we
believe some, like the now relatively unimportant investment
markets of Russia and Indonesia, could get a good deal worse
before getting better. Others, with more significant impacts on
our clients’ positions, like Brazil, could suffer further severe stum-
bles. Domestically, corporate earnings have slowed and little room
remains for further improvements in inflation or interest rates.
While American investors appear to be ignoring the political tur-
moil surrounding the impeachment proceedings, we’re not sure
that overseas investors in the US market will appreciate the prob-
able wisdom of that blasé attitude.

Notwithstanding these risks, we remain optimistic about
prospects for the year to come. We seriously doubt the durability
of the pace of the current recovery,  but not its direction. While
another sharp drop in market values is of course possible, we don’t
think that that is likely. We do expect a substantial decline in the
size of the positive results and we continue to expect a shift in
market leadership – away from US large cap stocks which have

enjoyed an extraordinary series of four sequential years of excep-
tionally strong returns, as illustrated in the below graph. 

We believe the next outperformance to be in the direction of
smaller companies domestically and, broadly (both across cap
sizes and mature and developing markets) overseas.

– Tim Kochis, editor
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THE DAY TRADING CASINO

Once the domain of full time brokers trying to exploit minute
inefficiencies in the NASDAQ’s Small Order Execution System
(SOES), “day trading” is working its way into American folklore
as the new Gold Rush. Day trading is all about arbitrage, not
investing, as traders go in and out of the market many times with-
in the same day trying to squeeze a profit in quarters, eighths, and
even sixteenths of a point. In its purest form, day trading involves
closing all positions (winners and losers) by the end of the day,
holding no shares overnight and incurring no margin interest. 

The exact number of professional day traders is not known and
even the estimates vary widely (from 2,000 nationwide, accord-
ing to one industry trade group, to Newsweek’s estimate of
15,000), but their impact, already important, is growing rapidly.
The industry trade group estimates that these traders account for
between 14 and 15% of the NASDAQ’s average trade volume, up
from 7-8% of the volume in 1997. Currently, four or five broker-
ages account for 80% of the volume of professional traders
through only 60 trading rooms around the entire country.

But the real growth story is the rapid increase in part-time day
traders. The term day trader has come to mean anyone who trades
stocks online with the intent of holding the position for a short
time. This group includes college students at school, retirees on
their home computers, and office workers with Internet access.
Using this expanded definition, the ranks swell to include from 1
to 3 million online traders and their numbers are growing fast.

The combination of rapid execution, low transaction fees, and
near instantaneous access to information has eliminated any bar-
rier to entry. Fueled by media attention and rags to riches tales
about high school dropouts “earning” incomes in the high six fig-
ures, more and more people are tempted to try their hand online.
Small wonder that this month “Electronic Day Trader” joined the
New York Times Business Best Seller list.

The brokers that serve online traders are already feeling this
growth. On Thursday, January 7th online trading at Charles
Schwab & Co. handled a record 55 million hits, almost half again
as many as the previous record of 34 million hits reached just the
previous Monday. On Friday, January 8th, Schwab had to shut
down temporarily when its networks were unable to handle the
trading volume. Although Schwab is currently the leader in
online trading, it is not the brokerage of choice for professional
day traders. The surge in online activity is coming from the part-
timers.

Many people hail the advent of online trading as the ultimate
democratization of Wall Street. But the growth of day trading is
at least a contributing factor in the resurgence in the stock mar-
ket’s volatility. While day traders concede that their methodolo-
gy thrives on volatility, they are loath to accept blame for market
swings, adding that their active trading has positive impact on the
markets as they provide liquidity in their target stocks. Perhaps so;
but in our view, the almost complete absence of any sense of long
term, fundamental perspective by most day traders is hardly a pos-
itive influence on investment markets.

– Kacy Gott

VALUE VS. GROWTH… AND THE

CURRENT WINNER IS…
GROWTH!?!
The gap in favor of the growth investment style versus value
widened this past year, contrary to our expectations, and to a
degree never before seen. This was the year of buy high -- sell
higher… not, buy low and sell high. The performance gap
between the two styles was significant… 23 percentage points in
large cap and 7 in small cap. While we can more readily justify
the differential in small cap given the greater volatility within
that asset class, the outsized differential in large cap is distressing
since the strength of the growth style clearly impacted the over-
all returns of clients’ portfolios for these two asset classes. Our cur-
rent allocation is approximately equally weighted styles between
the two styles in large cap and a three to one emphasis of value
over growth in small cap. Consequently, we are compelled to
reexamine the performance of these two styles in both assets
classes… comparing the historical returns… to confirm or refute
our belief that over the long term… particularly in the small cap
arena… value would outperform growth.
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INTRODUCING KOCHISFITZ.COM

Later in this quarter’s Commentary, we comment on recent
changes in the investment world brought about by the increas-
ing importance of the internet. In our business, we too are tak-
ing increasing advantage of the internet, accessing more infor-
mation, more quickly, than ever before. We suspect many of you
are doing the same at home and at your office.

Kochis Fitz is pleased to announce that our own web site, locat-
ed at www.KochisFitz.com, is now on line. We hope the site, in
its present incarnation and as it evolves in the future, will be a
convenient resource for our clients, potential clients, and the
press. Enamored with the printed word as we are, we promise
that the web site will only complement – and not replace – cur-
rent modes of communication.

We encourage you to explore the entire site at your leisure and
let us know what you think. We are confident that even long-
time clients will find new and interesting things at the site. 

Beginning next quarter, we will post the quarterly Investment
Commentary in the "For Clients Only" section of the web site
as soon as it’s completed – probably a week or two before it’s
mailed with the quarterly portfolio performance reports. Clients
who would like to be notified by email when the Investment
Commentary is posted should send us an email to that effect at
KF@KF-Inc.com.



QUARTERLY RESULTS

The performance of equity mutual funds is shown for the fourth quarter and for the year 1998. These average or median results are either from Barron’s Quarterly
Mutual Fund Report, The Wall Street Journal, or The New York Times.
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3 Years
4th Quarter 12 Months Annualized

1998 to 12/31/98 to 12/31/98

LARGE CAP DOMESTIC
Index
* Schwab 500 Select 21.2% 28.2% N/A
* Schwab 1000 Select 22.0% 27.3% 26.8%

Vanguard Index 500 21.4% 28.6% 28.2%
Value Orientation

Berkshire Hathaway 17.5% 52.2% 29.7%
* DFA Large Cap Value 16.8% 12.0% 19.9%

Guardian Stock Fund (Annuity) 22.0% 18.5% 25.8%
Putnam Value Growth & Income (Annuity) 16.3% 10.7% N/A

Growth Orientation
JanCap Growth (Annuity) 32.2% 65.9% 38.6%

SMALL CAP DOMESTIC
Growth and Earnings Momentum

Brazos/JMIC Small Cap Growth 20.9% 13.8% N/A
Navellier Aggressive Growth 28.0% 11.5% 14.5%
Value Line Centurion (Annuity) 28.9% 26.0% 20.6%

Value Orientation
* Barr Rosenberg US Small Cap - Institutional [Closed] 10.6% -4.0% 16.6%
* DFA US 6-10 Value 15.8% -5.5% 11.4%
* Mutual Discovery Z 8.8% -1.9% 14.6%

T. Rowe Price Small Co. Value (Annuity) 8.7% -11.8% N/A

INTERNATIONAL
Core International

Baillie Gifford (Annuity) 18.8% 19.9% 14.8%
BT International Equity 17.4% 21.9% 19.8%
Harbor International [Closed] 18.3% 10.4% 15.3%
Ivy International [Closed] 16.4% 7.3% 12.4%
Janus Overseas 17.8% 16.0% 20.9%

International Small Cap 
Acorn International 14.1% 15.4% 11.7%

* Barr Rosenberg Int’l Small Cap - Institutional 10.5% 4.1% N/A
Emerging Markets

Baillie Gifford Emerging Markets (Annuity) 15.3% -27.6% -3.5%
Montgomery Emerging Markets (Annuity) 9.3% -38.4% N/A
Morgan Stanley Emerging Markets (Closed-End) 18.3% -20.2% -9.3%

* Templeton Developing Markets I 24.0% -18.7% -3.4%
Van Kampen Emerging Markets 15.2% -26.8% -9.1%

KOCHIS GLOBAL DIVERSIFIED INVESTORS, L.P. 3.5% -5.1% 11.1%
*PREFERENTIAL ACCESS THROUGH KOCHIS FITZ

(1) The returns shown are median returns for the fund category.

4th Quarter 12 Months
Fund Categories 1998 to 12/31/98
Large Cap (S&P 500 Objective) 21.2% 28.1%
Large Company Growth(1) 25.6% 34.8%
Large Company Value(1) 16.4% 12.0%
Small Company Growth(1) 23.3% 3.1%
Small Company Value(1) 12.1% -6.8%
International 16.4% 13.0%
International Small Company 12.4% 13.0%
International Emerging Markets 13.3% -26.8%
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SMALL CAP FUNDS

Small cap value’s long-term higher expected returns lead us to
weight the value style much more heavily than growth. Our value
choices have recently comprised Mutual Discovery, discussed in
last quarter’s Commentary, DFA US 6-10 Value, and Barr
Rosenberg US Small Cap (which closed on January 1). We’ve
recently added two other value-oriented funds: DFA US 5-10
Value and Longleaf Partners Small-Cap.

We are buying the new DFA 5-10 in taxable accounts because it
is a “tax-managed” fund – managed to minimize taxable distribu-
tions to shareholders. Among other things, this means that the
DFA 5-10 can hold stocks for long-term capital gains but still
have the flavor of the smaller cap DFA 6-10. Its buys will only be
from the smallest five deciles (6-10) but it will be permitted to
keep holdings as they grow into the next larger decile, the 5th, in
order to ensure long term capital gains treatment.

In December, when the DFA 5-10 fund opened, we began substi-
tuting it for the old 6-10 fund for clients with 6-10 positions in
taxable accounts that were at a loss or an immaterial gain. Then
in January, we continued selling 6-10 positions, but only where
the gains were so low that we expect the proceeds (after tax and
after transactions costs) reinvested in the 5-10 to overtake the
value the 6-10 would otherwise have had within three years.

Longleaf Small-Cap is our new selection to complement clients’
DFA holdings in the value area now that Barr Rosenberg US
Small Cap is closed. Since Longleaf will not substitute for current
holdings of Barr Rosenberg US Small, but will be taking its place
for future buys, its dollar amounts will be relatively small for most
current clients. For clients expecting near-term 1999 inflows, we
tried to overweight Barr Rosenberg US Small in December. In
contrast to the DFA 5-10 and 6-10, with their thousands of
domestic holdings selected on the basis of a quantitative model,
Longleaf’s managers are “tire-kickers” who buy relatively few
companies (recently, in fact, only 42).

Small cap growth involved changes in December, too. Despite our
continuing belief that Navellier Aggressive Growth is a superior
fund, we decided not to let our clients’ aggregate holdings be too
large a portion of this fund. In the face of Navellier returning 28%
this quarter – nearly the best performance on our list, we pared
back holdings by taking any remaining tax losses in taxable
accounts and then by selling from IRA positions. We avoided
selling taxable gain positions because there’s no reason for us to
believe that any other growth manager will both predictably out-
perform Navellier and do so strongly enough to overcome that
tax cost. Our overall cutbacks, along with the inflows likely to fol-
low Navellier’s excellent fourth quarter, should bring our clients’
holdings to a more comfortable ownership level within this fund.

We supplemented Navellier with another growth-oriented small
cap growth fund is Brazos/JMIC Small Cap Growth Securities
Portfolio. Its fundamental stock picking style complements
Navellier’s very quantitative approach. While this mutual fund
only has a two-year history, the Brazos team has been working
together for over 20 years, in the field, doing fundamental

research on its small company selections. Another way to com-
pare them is to recognize that Navellier’s method is more an
attempt to “shoots the lights out” while Brazos’s is “growth at a
price.” They are similar in that each has a fairly small number of
positions and are about the same size with a median market cap
for fund holdings of slightly less than $1 billion (the convention-
al upper edge of the small cap class parameter).

OVERSEAS

Emerging overseas markets remain the smallest piece of most
clients’ portfolios even though they performed very well this
quarter. The recent news of Madhav Dhar and Barton Briggs leav-
ing the cousin emerging markets funds at Morgan Stanley and at
Van Kampen is causing us to reevaluate the appropriateness of
these two funds in our clients’ portfolios. You’ll hear more from us
on this as time goes on. Meanwhile, the other international funds
in the core, small cap, and emerging markets areas performed
quite well.

TAX LOSS SELLING AT YEAR END

The only good thing about losses is that they can reduce taxes if
they are realized. The problem with such selling is that you must
remain out of the position for a month, which can have a bad
result if that’s the month the fund takes off. For that reason we
either doubled up on a similar fund that clients already own or we
found a temporary alternative. In either case, we have been sell-
ing/buying and then “unwinding” those trades, creating a lot of
activity in client accounts. In general, we did the tax loss sales as
late as possible in December but before funds made year-end dis-
tributions to avoid having both a real loss of value and a distrib-
ution of taxable long-term gains. 1998’s sales started early for
those with losses in Barr Rosenberg US Small Cap; because of the
fund’s January 1 close, the sales had to be in November to allow
a month to pass before we bought it back in late December. The
last of the temporary holdings are now being unwound.

– Linda Fitz



LARGE CAP STOCKS

To explore the returns of value versus growth in large cap, we
graphed the returns of the past 20 years (1979-98) of the two
styles as measured by the Russell 1000 Growth and Value Index
benchmarks. 

A quick view of Graph 1 shows that the annualized pre-tax returns
for the two styles is nearly a tie (value 17.5%; growth 17.4%). This
result is roughly the same as found in the Wilshire and Barra
indices, two other standard benchmarks. The calculated standard
deviations of 16% for value and 19% for growth can comfortably
accommodate the 1998 returns for the two different styles. So, 
in fact, this year’s returns, 15.6% for large cap value and 38.7% for
large cap growth, fell within the respective expected ranges of
historical returns. It was the disparity between them that has never
been greater.

Even without regard to current disparities, with the mean returns
over long periods in a “neck-to-neck” race, why then would one
want to take the additional risk (higher standard diviation) of 300
basis points (3%) annually for growth to achieve the same long-
term return. We believe that there are two reasons. First, there
could be a tax benefit in growth as most of the return is derived
from appreciation versus the high-dividend-derived yield of value.
The only 10 to 80 basis point advantage of value over growth as
calculated by Wilshire, Barra, and Russell, can be cut in half for
those taxpayers in the upper tax brackets. Thus, the value advan-
tage is not as pronounced as one might have initially believed.
Second, there are periods, like the present, where growth signifi-
cantly outperforms value. If you look to the historical graph above,
the growth style clearly “aims for the fences”. The annual return
for growth tends to be either a “strike out” or a “home run”. We
believe that it is important to be present for the home runs. 

Can you time these home runs… effectively moving between the
two styles for enhanced large cap performance? 

In seven of the past twelve quarters, growth outperformed value but
underperformed the other five. Leadership changes often but
unpredictably. Thus, successful timing seems unlikely. Staying

invested in both growth and value optimizes the investor’s ability
to achieve the returns of whatever style currently is in favor. An
example is the fourth quarter of 1998 when growth sprinted ahead
of value by ten percentage points. Technology and healthcare were
largely responsible, returning 37.9% and 39.2% respectively. In
contrast, technology was down an equal amount in the third quar-
ter. The only way to effectively hedge your positions, we believe, is
to remain invested in both styles.

Our current allocation within large cap has been approximately
equally weighted between growth and value. Based on the data
above, we see no compelling reason to change that strategy, and
we are especially disinclined to now add to the growth orienta-
tion. The probabilities now seem to strongly favor value.

A DIFFERENT STORY FOR SMALL CAPS

In the small cap arena, value has historically outperformed
growth on a long-term basis. Previous analysis prompted us to
overweight the small cap allocation to 75% for value and 25% to
growth. To reconfirm the soundness of this strategy, we graphed
the annual returns of the past twenty years (1979-1998) for the
Russell 2000 Growth and Value Index benchmarks as illustrated
below in graph 2. 

We believe this graph encompasses many of the highlights and pit-
falls of investing in small caps… spectacular periodic returns
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LARGE CAP : GROWTH vs VALUE
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(greater than 50%!), dramatic volatility (-20% to +50%), and the
significant outperformance of value versus growth, over time, by
about 400 basis points. Although small cap value has been very
disappointing this past year, this long term evidence confirms our
commitment to a significant overweighing in “value” for small cap
stocks in order to both maximize return and minimizing risk.

– Jane Zaloudek

INTERNET INSANITY

The blistering performance of Internet stocks was one of the big
stock market stories of 1998. The current craze for all things
Internet seems destined to go down in history as one of the great
financial manias of all time. Investors (and we use the term loose-
ly) have bid up… with truly irrational exuberance… the share
prices of virtually all companies connected to the “new para-
digm/new economy” world of so-called E-commerce. Many have
captured eye-popping returns in a very brief period. The huge
daily price swings of Internet stocks defy explanation. For many,
if not most, the current Internet craze (like other manias before
it) is not about investing in promising businesses for the long
haul, but rather all about getting rich quickly. As of this writing,
the Internet stock craze remains in high gear as demonstrated by
just a few examples.

The market value of a number of Internet companies has risen so
far, so fast, that they have surpassed that of many blue chip com-

panies. For example, eBay’s market value rose tenfold within just
10 weeks of going public while it took Microsoft, one of the most
powerful and successful firms of this century, four years to reach
that level of appreciation. The performance of some recent
Internet IPO's has been truly amazing:

Moreover, the trading volume of Internet IPOs has been unprece-
dented: in some cases, the entire public ownership of a company
changed hands multiple times in a single day! “I know of no new-
issue market that has exploded on the scene with this degree of
intensity,” comments Jeremy Siegel, a finance professor at the
Wharton School and a leading market scholar.

As long-time observers of the capital markets, what do we make
of all of this? The following are some of our general observations.

IT’S THE VALUATIONS THAT ARE INSANE, NOT THE
ECONOMICS – Historically, most great speculations have had
some plausible economic underpinnings. The rise of the Internet
is, without doubt, a revolutionary development, with far reaching
implications for the world economy, companies, and consumers.
Today consumers can effortlessly, with the click of a mouse, shop
around for the lowest price for a growing array of goods and ser-
vices. And the Internet purveyors of those goods and services are
apparently achieving significant productivity gains through
reductions in overhead, inventory, and marketing costs. Finally,
the huge distribution opportunities offered by the explosive
growth of the Internet provide scope for significant economies of
scale. These fundamentals do provide a foundation, but, in our
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Amazon. com 966.4%

Yahoo! 584.3%

America Online 585.6%

Offer Performance 
Date in 1998 Thru 1/13/99

ebay 9/24 1,097%
Ubid 12/03 487%
Theglobe.com 11/12 317%
Broadcast.com 7/16 844%
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view, one that is not yet at all adequate to support investors’
visions of virtually unlimited growth and profits.

INVESTMENT MANIAS ARE SELF-REINFORCING – The
current Internet craze feeds on itself in a number of ways. For
example, the online brokers like E*Trade and Ameritrade have
benefited as day-trading speculators feverishly buy and sell
Internet stocks online. It was recently reported that the top 10
NASDAQ stocks traded by E*Trade’s customers were all
Internet stocks, including shares of E*Trade itself. Another
vicious circularity springs from the explosion of Internet IPO's.
Established Internet companies such as America Online and
Yahoo, so-called portal sites because millions of eyeballs visit
them every day, have raked in millions of advertising dollars from
upstart Internet firms seeking to establish themselves on the Net.
Michael Parekh, an analyst with Goldman Sachs, was quoted in
the San Francisco Chronicle saying “one-third to one-half of the
money raised by Internet IPO's was immediately given to the por-
tals.” Lastly, the most obvious self-reinforcement is the almost
uninterrupted appreciation of Internet stocks, which supports the
notion that these stocks are a one-way bet. 

VALUATIONS – They appear obscene. They defy economic
logic. They scare the heck out of most professional investors.
How do professional analysts make sense out of the insensible?
They don’t. In fact, many Internet analysts have thrown up their
hands and given up. Keith Benjamin, an analyst with Banc One
Robertson Stephens says, “just don’t fight the tape.” Mary
Meeker, a prominent Internet analyst with Morgan Stanley Dean
Witter opines, “I’d love nothing more than for the stocks to trade
down 25%-50% to make them more reasonable… but that does-
n’t seem to be in the cards.”

Revenues, earnings, and other fundamentals only concern the
long-term investor. Many current Internet buyers just want to
find another buyer (some would say fool) willing to pay more
than they did for their shares—and the sooner the better. The
object is to make a quick profit and move on, leaving some other
poor soul holding the bag before the market concludes that most
Internet companies are just retailers, that the growth projections
are way too optimistic, and consequently, that valuations need to
drop – perhaps very substantially – to more reasonable levels.

GREAT COMPANIES DON’T NECESSARILY MAKE
GREAT INVESTMENTS – That’s what happens when the stock
price gets ahead of the earnings growth. America Online may
become (if it is not already) a great company and remain an
Internet leader. But at current prices, analysts estimate that
investors are paying 55 times (!) the earnings projected for five
years from now assuming that earnings increase 50% (!) each year
in the meantime. Implicit in such a forecast of phenomenal
growth is the virtual absence of the key leveller of the playing
field in a free-capital economy: competition. Indeed, the market
is ostensibly pricing many Internet stocks as if nothing can stand
in the way of their march toward greater market share and greater
profits. If past market history is a guide, many of today’s Internet
high-flyers won’t even be around in five to ten years. And current
industry leaders like AOL, Amazon.com, and Yahoo! will proba-
bly go through a prolonged period of sub-par market performance

even if they remain the leaders.

PLAY AT YOUR OWN RISK – At current prices, Internet
stocks are plenty risky. That’s not to say the stocks won’t contin-
ue to perform well, perhaps very well, in the short-run. No one
knows when investors may take a more dispassionate and objec-
tive look at Internet companies’ prospects and stock valuations.
But, when they do, the reversal of fortunes could be rapid and
very large. Our advice: if you want to play, play only if you can
tolerate losing all the money you commit and only if such a loss
won’t jeopardize your ability to accomplish your important finan-
cial objectives. Buying Internet stocks now is more akin to gam-
bling than to investing. The odds favor the house… not you.

THIS IS NOT THE MAIN EVENT – While this craze has
attracted lots of attention, it’s far from being the key investment
story. To approach Internet euphoria with deep skepticism, as we
do, should not discourage pursuit of the many other solid, long-
term prospects within the far larger total investment array.

– Tom Tracy

NEW ADDITION TO OUR

PLANNING STAFF

We are please to announce that Mr. Gregory Schick has joined
the firm. Greg has a degree in Business Administration from the
University of Wisconsin and, following graduation, worked as a
financial consultant in Madison and later in the Bay Area for
two years before joining Kochis Fitz this past Fall. He is cur-
rently a candidate for the CFP and the CFA credentials.

FUND WATCH

This was a very good quarter for mutual fund performance, gen-
erally. We are very pleased to report that almost all of the funds
we use for clients’ portfolios have bested (often substantially so)
their relevant benchmarks.

BERKSHIRE HATHAWAY

With star value investor Warren Buffet at the helm, Berkshire
was our best performer for the year, outside of the annuities, with
a return of just over 52%. (For the quarter he was in the middle
of the pack, at “only” 17.5%). These returns are the best kind, too
– 100% capital gain.

By the way, since Berkshire’s annual report always holds Buffet’s
sometimes pithy and usually homey observations, we alert you to
its arrival in March 1999. If you’ve had us reduce the paper flow
from Schwab, you won’t get an annual report unless you call us.
By the way, Berkshire shareholders get a 10% discount on auto
and some other insurance through its GEICO subsidiary.
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